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Advantages 

Digital English Language Lab - Enterprise Series

Comprehensive software based skill improvement programme

MODEL: WW SR

• An approach to teaching English as a skill
•  Progressive learning from Elementary to Advanced levels (CEFR level A1 to C2)
•  A fun-filled learning environment to generate love for the English language
•  English Language Lab-WW SR is a 10 User Keys package
• High quality digital content that supplements the academic syllabus of schools, colleges, polytechnics and ITIs
• Technical and academic support and maintenance via remote assistance for 1 Year



Application Areas

Digital English Language Lab 

Features

Schools - Colleges - Universities 

Institutes - Corporate Offices 

Government Organizations 

- The Words Worth English Language Lab: a platform for comprehensive and interactive digital content catering to the 
  listening and speaking skills, put to use in a stimulating lab environment

- Graded as per proficiency levels and caters to four skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing

- Focuses on the finer nuances of language: grammar, pronunciation, intonation, modulation and semantics of speech

- Use of Blended Learning approach to teach language combining both Instructor Led Training (ILT) and Computer Based 
  Training (CBT)

- Existing Computer Lab infrastructure can be used as Language Labs; no need for additional infrastructure

- Can be installed on all major operating systems including Windows and several Linux Operating Systems and server 
  clients like Thick and Thin/ Zero clients having microphone support



Package Contents

Key Areas Covered 

- Pronunciation
  Correct pronunciation of consonant and vowel sounds with correct stress patterns of syllables; imparted through use of 
  phonetics

- Fluency
  Audio/Visual applications and simulated interactions to improve fluency

- Grammar
  Natural, everyday scenarios used to inculcate functional grammar skills

- Vocabulary
  Vocabulary in increasing complexity, by way of semantic grouping and highly contextualized usage 

- Listening skills
  Content rich audio/visual exercises along with classroom activities, gradually taking listening skills from simple to complex   
  levels

- Intonation
  Polishing English by mastering variations in volume, pitch, speed, pause and stress 

- Tackling Indianism/ MTI
  A focused effort to overcome pronunciation differences caused by the ‘Mother Tongue Influence’ (MTI) 

- Pace of speech
  Cultivation of speech that is slow enough to be clearly understood and fast enough to be interesting 

- Understanding the native speaker 
  Training learners to be able to comprehend the Native Speaker

- ASL
  A benchmark model for the assessment of speaking and listening skills to teach, enhance and evaluate the 
  learner’s proficiency in English

*Due to continuous product development, the specifications may change without prior notice.
 **Product image(s) are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

- Includes a set of Trainer Manuals 
- A set of 
- 10 user key 
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